
All of these sizes are included in the “Medium” pattern size as variants 

 Most patterns have alternate cut lines to fit variants unless indicated otherwise. 

*Height taken from shoulder as head size varies                               measurements in cm                                                        RequiemArt.com 
 

“Classic” is the standard size modern 11.5” fashion doll.  It includes most Barbies since the early 2000s, as well as 

most other fashion doll lines (non-Hasbro made Disney princesses are made in this size)  

“Strong” is the size of doll used for Wonder Woman and WWE Diva dolls starting in late 2017.  These dolls have 

girthier arms/legs and a deeper panty but share the most measurements with Classic even though the sculpt is 

very different looking.   

“Tall” is a size introduced in 2016, currently exclusive to Fashionista dolls.  This doll has a straighter/longer torso 

and limbs than Classic but can share most clothes, they’re just a little short in the leg/sleeve. 

“Curvy” is a size introduced in 2016.  This body started as a Fashionista exclusive but has been adapted to other 

lines.  This doll can share the fewest clothes with ‘classic’.  Very stretchy dresses and moderately stretchy shirts can 

be swapped, but needs to have most clothes made for her shape to look right. 

“Petite” is a size introduced in 2016, currently exclusive to Fashionista dolls.  About as tall as the “Petite” size (ex. 

Skipper) doll, but very different proportions and cannot share clothes with that size.  Clothes shared with Classic 

are a little loose, can easily be adjusted by overlapping back closure.   

Medium Fashion Doll Pattern Size 
 Classic Strong Tall Curvy Petite 
Height* 22 24.5 24.5 22 20 
Shoulder Width 6 6.5 6 6.5 5.5 
Bust Girth 12 12 12 13 11.5 
Waist Girth 8 8.5 9.5 10.5 10 
Torso Length 10 10 11 10 9 
Hip Girth 13 13 13 15.5 12 
Leg Inseam 12 13 14.5 12 11.5 
Leg Girth 7 7.5 7 8 7 
Arm Length 8.5 8.5 9 8.5 8 
Arm Girth 3 4.5 3 4 3 


